VitaPlex Pendant
Our most comprehensive solution for personal
protection and vibrant well-being
This beautiful piece of jewelry is permanently encoded to clear,
protect and energize while supporting your natural ability to
rebalance and heal. The pendant also guards against the impact of
environmental stressors and other toxins.

$144.95

Product Details: Size: L 1¼” x W ¼”
Material: Sterling Silver plated over brass
Range: radiates a protective field around the body
Cord: 2mm 18“ silicone cord with snap closure

The 1.25-inch-long VitaPlex has a vibrationally imprinted
circuit permanently sealed within the pendant and encoded
with specific subtle energetic signals designed to keep your
body balanced. The range of frequencies available within
the VitaPlex enables it to interact with you and adapt its
“broadcasting” frequencies to your changing needs and
outside circumstances.

2mm 18 “ silicone cord

“Smart” balancing energy
Other devices on the market—pendants, magnets, gems and more—
simply can’t match the long-term balancing and harmonizing
“smart” power of the VitaPlex, which can:
•
•
•
•
•
An extra layer of personal
protection with balancing
and harmonizing energy

Help to restore integrity to the body through the energy field
Help cells to regenerate and function correctly
Energize while promoting calmness and clarity
Protect you from electromagnetic radiation
Counter jet lag and ease travel.

The Vitaplex is permanently encioded with specific subtle energetic
signals. These signals are designed to bridge imbalances in the
body’s energy system and release the body’s energy flow. It supports
the opening of a new circuit of life energy throughout the body-mind
so clear communication channels between the subtle bodies and the
physical are reestablished. The 18” silicone cord is non toxic
lightweigth and comfortable. IT is energetically neutral and will not
pick up toxic energies.

Start to feel better immediately
As soon as you put on the VitaPlex, its encoded frequencies begin
to interact with your unique energy field to balance and harmonize
your body. It continues to adapt to your needs and keeps you
protected from toxic fields that can compromise your health. For
best results, you should use the VitaPlex daily.
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